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Please always remember that oral history is an act of “historical consciousness” and that memory 
is fallible.  
 
I worked for the US DOE’s Energy Division at Oak Ridge National Laboratory at the X-10 
complex from 1991-1994.  By this time, the X-10 reactor was a decommissioned historic site on 
the National Register of Historic Places.  My office was located inside the original 1940s 
chemistry laboratory complex, located nearby. 
 
This was a far different time than the 1940s to be a company employee living in Oak Ridge, TN.  
For one thing, we’d experienced the effects of radiation on human health and the environment in 
the US.  We knew the impacts, decades later, of Three Mile Island. We recognized that 
stockpiling radioactive materials was dangerous and that chemical agents were threatening to leak 
at installations around the country. I was part of a multidisciplinary team that prepared 
environmental impact statements for federally funded energy-related or military projects—
primarily superfund site cleanups and chemical demilitarization (Chem-Dmil) at the time when 
the US and Russia had signed agreements but were still trying to develop safe means of 
destroying mustard gas and sarin. The sense of “patriotic mission” that the original workers 
experienced during World War II was largely missing by this time, replaced by a sense of 
urgency, as well as gallows humor and cynicism in some employees. 
 
Some of the work I did seemed like window dressing on what were really very serious issues. For 
instance, I was responsible for “analyzing” potential statistical socioeconomic “effects”  (ie., 
deaths and injuries, urban disruptions) if, for instance, a train derailed or a truck crashed near a 
city while carrying chemical agents from one installation to an incineration facility across 
country, or if the army depot in Utah experimenting with cryofracture (freezing the canisters and 
then pulverizing the stuff inside) had an “incident.” Employees had discussions over lunch about 
whether we could blow it up above the atmosphere, or what the effect to air quality would be if 
DOD incinerated the stuff at Johnston Atoll in the Pacific (which is how they eventually decided 
to proceed).  Sometimes we took field trips. After visiting the outside perimeters of a superfund 
or brownfields site, we would use a geiger counter on our boots to make sure we weren’t tracking 
radioactive debris. 
 
Here are a few memories of daily work at ORNL: 
 
In the 1990s you still had to go through a guard-defended checkpoint, and I had to wear a badge 
to get in.  The guards were packing and you didn’t joke around. Unlike the Martin Marietta 
employees who wore dosimeters on their badges and had annual physicals at company expense, I 
was a Univ. of Tenn. contractor and they didn’t give a damn if I got irradiated because I couldn’t 
sue the company. Carl, an environmental scientist paid by MM but working outside the guarded 
facility in a new building, got checked regularly.  As a social scientist and a contractor, I did not 
even though I worked inside the 1940s chem lab. 
 
One of the first office memos I received told employees what to do if they encountered mutated 
wildlife such as frogs with more than the usual number of legs that had hopped out of the 
containment area. During hunting season there was an open season on the reservation, and you 
could keep your deer but had to have them tested for radiation to determine if they were safe to 
eat (this is also why you see signs for  “atomic deer processing” near the Savannah River Site in 
SC). 



 
The former chem labs had heavy metal doors that slammed shut easily. Periodically, human 
resources would send someone around to look for safety violations and then guys from the 
maintenance department in full white garb would show up to retrieve things like the “hot” filing 
cabinet I’d been sitting next to for months so they could take it it to “The Attic.” I was also told I 
should not be using a lead brick as a doorstop and they took it away, too. (Clang) 
 
At one point, walkways around the complex appeared to be draped with more yellow and purple 
tape than usual—the tell tale signs of radioactive contamination.  We learned that an employee 
had tracked radioactive material from one of the facilities (perhaps Y12 or K25, both active while 
I was working at X10) and trace levels had been discovered at a bank ATM in Oak Ridge, so 
there was a lot of commotion and a clean up operation ensued, though it may have been more for 
good PR than anything else. 
 
In the early 1990s, the US Dept. of Energy began to issue apologies. The public learned that a 
dozen or so patients had been injected with radioactive material (with no proper consent) at 
Manhattan project clinics. One of the first was a black employee at Oak Ridge who had been 
involved in an auto accident. These were experiments to learn the effects of low-level radiation, 
which were poorly understood in the 1940s.  Damage to workers who sustained debilitating 
effects from years of working in the plants was finally acknowledged and some reparations made.   
There were also a few local crank cases:  one family tried to sue the federal government claiming 
that their school-aged daughter, who used a de-accessioned desk they’d bought from ORNL, had 
come across a file folder with slides of mangled, diseased cattle (more experiments) and had 
sustained psychic damage as a result.  
 
Working at ORNL tended to freak me out because I have an active imagination. I still worry 
about the attic.  However, I do have some fond memories of ORNL: great team meetings—this is 
where I developed an ability to talk to engineers about “cultural resources” and we learned to 
laugh with, not at, one another.  We had some fantastic site visits, several to Hawaii to study 
geothermal energy.  And while I was there, ORNL reinstated “community day.”  Once a year 
they started letting ordinary citizens inside the gates to look around.  We had an automated mail 
machine (“Harold”) that was probably quite the technical advance in its day but a big pain in the 
ass by 1990 because it didn’t work very well but we still relied on it heavily. The kids loved 
activating Harold and making it stop or switch directions and bounce up and down in place once 
it got confused. This was a problem for days afterward, but I liked that little touch of rebellion in 
a workplace where the overriding mood was uptight and self-serious, a residual effect of Oak 
Ridge’s special mission during World War II and the Cold War.  


